Mechatronic systems are plagued by nonlinearities and contain uncertainties due to, amongst others, interactions with their environment. Models exhibiting accurate multistep predictive capabilities can be valuable in the context of motion control and design of servo controlled systems. Neural Network Augmented Physics (NNAP) models are presented in this paper to comprehend the behavior of servo systems that contain partially unknown dynamics. By means of a hybrid modeling formalism, neural network models are closely merged with physics-based state-space derivative functions. The methodology is applied on an experimental slider-crank system consisting of a servo drive and mechanical links of which the physical behavior is only partially known. Its interaction with the environment due to a compression spring load and friction phenomena, however, remains unknown. Accurate prediction capabilities of the presented NNAP models are demonstrated on the slider-crank system. Compared to the feedforward modeling formalism, recurrent NNAP models had the ability to even further reduce prediction errors up to 33.4% on validation data. From the converged dynamic NNAP model we extracted the neural network and identified the unknown phenomena, being the spring characteristic and the friction forces, within the mechatronic system.
I. INTRODUCTION
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is limited due to unknown dynamics resulting from the external load and uncertainties in the mechanical system such as inertia, backlash, damping and friction [1] - [3] . To better understand these intricate and often highly nonlinear dynamics, extensive research is conducted on developing prediction models for capturing the overall behavior of servo systems that can be inserted in control strategies, as in [4] . These predictive models can furthermore enable a user or manufacturer to further improve the mechatronic system design [5] , [6] .
Capturing the servo drive system dynamics is however often cumbersome and challenging as we come up against limits of various existing modeling and system identification formalisms. The modeling of a mechatronic system can be based on expert knowledge where partial and/or ordinary differential equations can be distilled from the system. These physicsbased models include (lumped) physical parameters that can be directly related to the actual mechatronic system. Parameter identification techniques can then be used to identify the values of these parameters based on experimental sensor data by aligning the model response with the data [7] . Uncertainties can however still remain as servo drive systems face nonlinearities such as friction forces that give rise to disturbances that are difficult to model. Alternatively, black-box models can be built in a data-driven manner. In the context of nonlinear system identification several methodologies exist such as Gaussian processes [8] , Hammerstein-Wiener structures [9] and nonlinear auto-regressive models (e.g. NARMAX) [10] . Supervised learning is typically used to build the model by relating input to output data. Supervised machine learning techniques such as deep learning have growing influence as they have the ability to recognize patterns in data [11] - [13] . These so-called neural networks have been used to approximate various nonlinear relations such as inverse kinematics within complex mechatronic systems [14] . Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have the ability to capture the nonlinear dynamics in time series by means of an internal state and is of particular interest to learn the dynamic behavior of mechatronic applications [15] . Ensembles of interconnected RNNs proved their usefulness in the modeling of complex dynamical systems [16] . However, as observed in [17] , there is no physical interpretation given to this internal state which makes the convergence highly relying on hyperparameter tuning and initialization choices.
Having physical interpretations to the modeling can however be useful, especially in the context of servo systems, to distill a state-space representation. The dynamic behavior of the system states (e.g. linear/angular positions and speeds) are mostly comprehended by the so-called derivative function in a partial and/or ordinary differential equations based model. Feedforward neural networks have been proposed in physicsinformed deep learning [18] to approximate derivative functions of dynamical systems that unlike traditional black-box approximations return more interpretable models. Other recent approaches based on symbolic regression [19] and sparse regression [20] , [21] were able to return more interpretable models by discovering the underlying governing equations.
Combining physics-based and data-driven methods and their respective advantages, has been a natural way to approach actual systems through models. These so-called grey-box models traditionally rely on either complementing a white-box model with a black-box model, or vice versa. Physical laws can be included in the loss function of black-box neural networks to guide the training process towards physical consistent model predictions [22] . Conversely, neural network mappings can compensate for the prediction discrepancies of a full physics-based model [23] , [24] . These neural networks serve as nonlinear mappings that transform the state estimations in a sequential manner. They allow to improve predictions without representing any interpretable physical phenomena. In [25] , unknown physical phenomena were learned by training a neural network using supervised learning that was subsequently inserted within a state-space derivative function.
This paper proposes a neural network augmented physics (NNAP) model, encompassing a neural network that is closely merged within a (physics-based) state-space derivative function, for servo systems exhibiting partially unknown dynamics with specific application to servo system consisting of bar linkage mechanism. The neural network complements for the unknown nonlinear dynamics and is simultaneously updated with the identification of the physical parameters. The overall aim of the presented methodology is to provide increased multistep prediction capabilities. These NNAP models additionally provide a means to explain and interpret certain phenomena that are otherwise difficult to physically model ab-initio. The effectiveness of the methodology is extensively applied and demonstrated on an experimental slider-crank system consisting of a servo drive and mechanical links with unknown nonlinear load force interactions. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the slider-crank system with physical model and practical setup are presented. Section III presents the NNAP modeling formalism and the corresponding implementation details. Results of the predictive NNAP models are presented in Section IV. The identification of the key physical parameters and the forces acting on the slider-crank are presented together with the interpretability of the NNAP models.
II. SLIDER-CRANK SYSTEM
Various industrial applications require reciprocating linear motions. Motion control of these systems can be provided by means of linear electric motors [26] . For high power applications a combination of rotary motors in combination with mechanical transmissions [27] such as gears, cam-follower and bar linkage systems are the preferred driveline as they achieve energy efficient and robust operation. These drivelines exhibit highly nonlinear behavior that is often challenging to capture using first principle physics modeling. They are often plagued by unidentified load disturbances and unknown interactions of the system with the environment that are beyond the expert knowledge. These nonlinear phenomena are henceforth formalized by relation P that relates certain inputs of the system (e.g. velocity) to a response of the system (e.g. friction force). Next to these nonlinear unknown phenomena physical parameters such as the inertia in the servo drive system can be uncertain and are formalized as p. This paper applies and aims at validating a methodology to accommodate for unknown P and p that can arise in servo controlled systems. We consider a slider-crank mechanism translating a rotary motion into a linear displacement that is subject to an unidentified load. This application is of direct relevance in various industrial applications such as compressors [28] , hydraulic pumps [29] , weaving looms [30] and presses [31] . A system model comprehending the dynamics of the slider-crank system is built and experimental data is collected from a practical setup.
A. System model
The slider-crank system considered in this paper is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 . The setup consists of a rotary servo motor delivering torque T to a first mechanical link that rotates with angle θ, that on its turn is connected to a second link. The latter link is connected to a slider (with relative angle φ between this link and slider). The dynamics of the considered slider-crank setup are governed by force interactions between the rigid mechanical links. Appendix A details the expressions that formalize the dynamics of the multibody system. A time invariant state-space model can be distilled that comprehends the dynamics of the state x = θ ω T . The angular speed is denoted as ω ≡θ. Note that the slider position d is geometrically coupled to motor angle θ and angle φ that on its turn is related to θ via φ = arcsin l1 l2 sin(θ) . The nonlinear state space relation can be comprehended by a derivative function that relates the state x and control input u = T to the next state. We furthermore parameterize the state space model with physical parameters p, being masses, lengths, intertias, rotational damping coefficient, relative lengths, that appear in (8) . Finally, the load force F depicted in Fig. 1 is the unknown nonlinear relation P that is an additional disturbance input of the model. Given the above, we formalize the dynamics in the slider-crank thus asẋ = f (x, u, F ; p) with a geometrical relation between the linear displacement and velocity
that is again dependent on the physical parameters p.
B. Practical setup
The practical slider-crank setup is depicted in Fig. 2 . A 3 kW brushless servo motor with integrated drive is connected to a rigid crank having length l 1 = 0.05 m. The slider mechanism is connected to the crank via a rigid connecting rod with approximate length l 2 = 0.29 m. The rotary motion of the motor is measured by an incremental encoder (8192 CPR). An additional linear incremental encoder (grating pitch 20 µm ) is used to measure the linear motion of the slider. A compression spring is added to invoke additional nonlinear disturbances in the external force F acting on the slider. The spring force characteristic as function of displacement d is given in Fig. 3 . This characteristic was empirically determined for validation purposes later on. Experimental data is collected from the slider-crank setup for different torque signal inputs. These torque profiles, see Fig. 4 , are chosen ad-hoc to have diverse excitations of the system. These torque inputs are each time applied starting from two distinct motor positions leading to a total of 20 different trajectories of rotational (θ and ω) and linear (d and v) movement, as shown in Fig. 5 . The measurements are sampled at 2000 Hz, resulting in 800 samples per trajectory. 
III. NEURAL NETWORK AUGMENTED PHYSICS MODEL
Having accurate predictive models of systems such as the slider-crank setup presented in Section II can advance the design and motion control of various manufacturing and industrial systems. To accommodate for partially unknown dynamics (unknown nonlinear disturbance P and uncertain physical parameters p) arising in servo systems, the physicsbased ordinary differential equations (ODE) are complemented with additional data-driven models. The physics-based derivative function f defines the behavior of the system state x for given control input u. The known physical laws are encapsulated within f and characterized by physical parameters p.
The lack of knowledge about the unknown phenomena P is compensated by introducing an additional input z.
The neural network augmented physics (NNAP) model here includes an artificial neural network η with the weights and biases of the neural nodes as learnable parameters α to compensate for these unknown phenomena P. The state measurements x and control input u are used to simultaneously update the neural network variables α and physical parameters p to match the actual physical dynamical system behavior.
Note that here contrary to [25] the data-driven model is not learned separately based on additional measurement data of the unknown phenomena P. A feedforward and a recurrent physics-based neural network model formalism are presented in the two next subsections respectively. Subsequently, the optimization process is explained, followed by the implementation details on the slider-crank mechanism.
A. Feedforward NNAP model A feedforward model predicts the next state x k+1 for given control input u k and current state x k . By repeatedly feeding the predicted state back as input during the subsequent time instance the model becomes suitable for multistep predictions. The universal approximation theorem states that feedforward neural networks with one hidden layer can approximate any continuous function for inputs within a specific range [32] . More specifically, we define η, a one hidden layer Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) network of n h hidden units predicting a n o dimensional output. A ReLU model is chosen due to its proven usefulness in various regression tasks [11] , [33] . The n i dimensional input q ∈ R ni to the neural network is a physics inspired static (nonlinear) mapping g(x, u; p) of system state and control input information. The input vector is scaled by the standard deviation (σ j , j = 1, · · · , n i ) of the corresponding input elements to eliminate magnitude differences and consequently avoid dominance of particular dimensions. The corre-
is determined in advance directly from the measurement data. Subsequently, the input undergoes a linear transformation by the weights W h ∈ R ni×n h of the hidden layer. The hidden unit activation function Υ will, after adding the bias vector b h ∈ R n h , include the required nonlinearity in the function η. Subsequently, the output is obtained via a linear output layer, defined by the weights W o ∈ R n h ×no and b o ∈ R no . We denote the ReLU model as being
The architecture of the feedforward NNAP models is given in Fig. 6 . The output of the ReLU network η, initialized by random weights and biases included in α, replaces the variable z in the ODE layer (2) . Consequently, the assumption is that q contains sufficient input information to estimate z, by approximating P via a neural network η. We distill the following derivative function at each time instant k.
x
The derivative function has now a hybrid nature and is further used to propagate to the next state via Euler's method by choosing ∆t equal to the fixed sampling time of the measurement data. The combination of interconnected layers boils down to an overall feedforward network function M (x k , u k ; p, α) that estimates the state x k+1 given the prior state x k and input u k .
The feedforward NNAP model M predicts only the state of the subsequent timestep. The model M encompasses a static relation that can describe dynamical behavior once prior state predictions are fed back as model input.
B. Recurrent NNAP model Recurrent neural networks (RNN) can cope with timeseries due to their ingrained dynamic nature [11] , [34] . These models are penalized for estimation errors over a larger time horizon, aiming for improved multistep prediction capabilities. Fig. 7 illustrates a schematic overview of a basic RNN. The operator D induces a one-step time delay of the internal state h. If we unfold the RNN in time we obtain a computational graph that contains shared weights ψ at each time instance j. The total prediction error is an accumulation of the error at each time step. The gradients of this virtual multilayer network are required to update ψ and can be derived via backpropagation through time (BPTT). BPTT calculates the gradients based on the chain rule of differentiation [34] . A RNN model accepts an input sequence of N steps by processing each input element r j for j ∈ {1, . . . , N } at a time. These models contain information about prior inputs by updating an internal state vector h j via a (nonlinear) function W h . Thereafter, an output relation W y maps the internal state to the model output y. The functions W h and W y typically contain network parameters ψ that are optimized via gradient based algorithms.
A recurrent NNAP model R is constructed to predict a state trajectory {x k+1 , . . . , x k+N } for given input sequence {u k , . . . , u k+N −1 }, starting from state x k . The dimension of the internal state vector h is typically a hyperparameter that needs to be tuned depending on the complexity of the problem. Here we assume the dimensions of the state of h equal to the dimension of the state vector x. The corresponding initial value h 0 , typically initialized as zero, is chosen equal to x k . This allows to use the feedforward NNAP function M, detailed in Fig. 6 , as update function W h of the internal state h in (6) . This forces the hidden state h to mimic the behavior of the system state x. Consequently, the output function W y in (6) includes an identity transformation since we can consider y j = h j = x k+j for j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Fig. 8 illustrates the architecture of R. The identification of the recurrent NNAP model R parameters ψ boils down to optimizing the variables p and α included in the feedforward NNAP model M in (5) .
x k+1 , . . . , x k+N = R(x k , u k , . . . , u k+N −1 ; p, α) (7) Fig. 8 : Recurrent NNAP modeling formalism.
C. Optimization
The measurements s of the system state x are used to optimize the parameters p and α of the NNAP model by minimizing the mean squared prediction error (MSE). The parameters p and α are updated in the direction of the gradient of the MSE with respect to these parameters. The training data, containing the state trajectories s and control inputs u, need to be shaped according to the specifications of the model architecture. Fig. 9a illustrates each trajectory sample being used as input to M to match the subsequent state. The recurrent model R requires the data being processed towards an initial state and control sequence, as depicted in Fig. 9b . The accuracy of the predicted output trajectory is assessed by the corresponding sequence of the target data. At each iteration the gradient is computed for a subset of the dataset, referred to as mini-batch, via backpropagation [11] . Practically, this was implemented using the Keras API [35] with TensorFlow [36] backend in Python. This library employs automatic differentiation enabling analytical gradients for both the ReLU network and customized physics layers. The difference between the feedforward model M and recurrent architecture R boils down to a different training process. The latter ingrains BPTT to allow robust predictions of longer time series. Nevertheless, once the recurrent model R converges, it can be reworked to a more simple feedforward structure M since both architectures ingrain the same parameters p and α. 
D. Implementation
Neural network augmented physics models are constructed for the slider-crank mechanism detailed in Section II. The unknown load force (unknown phenomena P) is accommodated by a neural network, i.e. z ≡ F . The ReLU neural network η contains one hidden layer of N = 32 hidden units, determined via hyperparameter tuning, followed by a linear output layer of one unit. The input mapping g(x, u; p) defining the ReLU input q includes the identity transformation for q i ∈ {θ, ω, T } and the geometrical relations γ(x; p) in (1) for q i ∈ {d, v}. The experimental data from Fig. 4, 5a and 5b is used to train the NNAP model structures M and R. The training data is fed into the neural network in mini-batches of 200 samples. The loss function is defined as the mean squared error (MSE) of the angular velocity ω predictions at each timestep. The NNAP model is optimized by an Adam optimizer [37] with learning rate of 0.0001. The optimization of M (or R) includes identifying both the neural network parameters α and the set of physical parameters {J 1 , B m , m 3 } as subset of p as will be further discussed in Section IV-B. Unless otherwise stated, we will perform the experiments on the feedforward architecture M since inherently both architectures M and R include the same parameters to be identified. Leave-one-outcross-validation (LOOCV) is used to asses the performances of the algorithm. This implies that the model is trained by 19 signals and validated by the trajectory excluded from the training set. This is repeated for all 20 signals to have a fair benchmark of the performances.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dependency of multistep prediction accuracy to inputs
The ReLU network η is assumed to approximate the unknown relation P within the servo system once M converges. However, since the physical load function P is not known, the required input q needs to be determined via experiments. Fig. 10b illustrates the time evolution of the angular velocity ω on the basis of the discrete model M for test input u = T 9 and various inputs q, with q i ∈ {θ, ω, d, v, T }, to the neural network η. We perform a multistep prediction as the state x k+1 in (5) is the subsequent state input x k to M in the next time instant. Errors are propagated each time when M is evaluated, explaining the diverging trajectories with respect to the reference signal. The multistep predictive capabilities are benchmarked by calculating the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the predictive versus the reference (actual) trajectory ω. Results are summarized in Fig. 10a by 80% confidence intervals having the colors corresponding to the inputs q defined in Fig. 10b . Note that the measured data only includes θ, ω and T . Inputs d and v originate from the internal mapping g = γ(x; p) detailed in (1) Fig. 10 : Influence of the input information included in q.
The accuracy of the multistep predictions of test signals via LOOCV are summarized in a 80% confidence interval. A prediction of test signal T 9 is illustrated on the right.
B. Simultaneous NNAP model optimization
Henceforth, we use q = d v T as input to the ReLU network η. The optimization of the NNAP model M implies a simultaneous gradient based optimization of both p and α. Fig. 11a illustrates the convergence history of three physical parameters p (related to the rotational inertia J 1 , the rotational damping coefficient B m and the mass m 3 of the slider) in the gradient based optimization process. In [38] we show on numerical simulation data that the obtained values after convergence are indeed the true system parameters. The reason for their convergence lies in the high influence these parameters have on the model behavior, illustrated in the sensitivity analysis in Appendix B. The remaining less sensitive physical variables are chosen fixed (see Table I ). The selection of physical parameters was here determined ad hoc since the incorporation of the entire set of physical parameters would require global optimization methods. Fig. 11b depicts the decreasing loss during the training process. A subset of 10% of the training data is chosen as validation data to monitor the model predictions on unseen data during the training process. Note that once the physical parameters have converged, further improvements are barely obtained. 
C. Recurrent NNAP model multistep prediction
The training process of a feedforward NNAP model M only penalizes the prediction error of the next time step. A recurrent NNAP model R on the other hand penalizes the average accuracy of a trajectory sample. Since the model learns from the general dynamics this way, multistep predictions can be potentially improved. The influence of the length of the trajectory sequence N of the recurrent model R of the slider-crank system is depicted in Fig. 12a The recurrent model R with N = 300 timesteps led to an average RMSE reduction by 46.9% compared to M on training data. This improved prediction accuracy however comes with increased computational costs as recurrent neural networks virtually unfold into more complex multilayer networks in order to apply BPTT (as illustrated in Fig. 7) . The required computational time (training time per epoch) almost follows a power-law relation w.r.t. the sequences length N used during the training, as can be observed in Fig. 12b . This experiment was performed on a processing unit including a 6-core Intel i5-8400 CPU with 16 GB RAM. Fig. 13a illustrates an example of a multistep prediction of 800 time instances by a NNAP model for a test data trajectory corresponding to test input T 9 . The recurrent neural network R indicates better prediction performances compared to M. The higher the length N of the time sequences used during training, the more the neural network augmented physics models is able to capture the global dynamics of the slider-crank mechanism. Deviations of the predictive model with respect to measurements remain then limited as shown in Fig. 13b . 
D. Retrieving physical insights
Next to obtaining a more precise predictive model, the presented methodology provides additional insights on the partially unknown dynamics P (load force F ) acting on the mechatronic slider-crank mechanism. At initialization, the neural network has no physical meaning (no resemblance with the actual P) as the neural network is defined by random learnable parameter values α 0 . The extracted neural network having as inputs d and v and as output z = F is depicted in Fig. 14a . In that phase of training, totally wrong estimations of z are used as input to (2) resulting in high initial loss (Fig.  11b) . After convergence to a predictive NNAP model M (or R), the ReLU network η with optimized parameter values α * can be extracted, see Fig. 14b . The optimized ReLU network η is evaluated at the training data resulting in Fig. 15a . The model η is only precise locally around the area because data-driven models are inherently difficult in extrapolation capabilities. In [38] we show on numerical simulation data that the ReLU network η indeed converges towards the real force relation F at these explored areas. The corresponding side view, depicted in Fig. 15b , illustrates the similarity between the empirically validated compression spring force F s (see also Fig. 3 ) and the identified ReLU network η. From Fig. 15b we can deduce a spring law together with friction phenomena.
The discrepancy between the discovered force relation η and the spring force F s raises the interest to elaborate further on the interpretability of η. The overall horizontal force acting on the slider is therefore considered as a summation F = F c +F nc In practice, an additional L 2 regularization term (c · η 2 nc ), with regularization parameter c, was added to the loss function. Fig. 16 illustrates the identified network components for an experimentally tuned regularization parameter c = 10 −6 . The obtained results are the average predictions of η c and η nc evaluated by the training data for 10 converged neural network augmented physics models M. The ReLU network η c is able to accurately predict the behavior of the conservative spring force F s as can be observed in Fig.  16a . The regularization was able to successfully address the spring force to the ReLU network η c . The remaining unknown dynamics attributed to the η nc is shown in Fig. 16c . From the corresponding side view in Fig. 16e we are able to discover the friction pattern that is dependent on the direction of the slider.
To validate the methodology that was able to retrieve physical insights, the aforementioned experiment is repeated on the experimental setup having no compression spring. Hence the state dependent conservative force is removed. From Fig.  16b , it can be seen that the discovered conservative force model η c trends towards zero. The non-conservative force can be extracted from η nc and is depicted in Figs. 16b and 16f . The non-conservative forces exhibit similar behavior as those shown in 16c and 16e. These results suggest the ability of neural network augmented physics models to provide insights on the on-going conservative and non-conservative forces of a mechatronic system interacting with its environment. 
V. CONCLUSION
Neural network augmented physics models were presented in this paper to comprehend the behavior of servo systems that contain partially unknown dynamics due to unknown load forces and uncertain physical parameter values. The proposed NNAP model closely merges neural network models with physics-based state-space derivative functions. Experimental validation of this methodology is performed on a slider-crank system consisting of a servo drive and mechanical links. The dynamics of this system are only partially known since the load interactions, consisting of a compression spring and friction phenomena, are a priori not identified. The unknown phenomena are captured by a neural network model and coupled to the physics-based model where the physical parameters are simultaneously identified with the learnable parameters of the neural network based on experimental data from the slider-crank system. Via automatic differentiation the errors were backpropagated through the layers resulting in convergence of the neural network augmented physics models. Two NNAP modeling formalisms were presented: a feedforward and a recurrent formalism. Accurate prediction capabilities were demonstrated on the slider-crank system using both formalisms and the recurrent formalism was able to reduce the prediction error up to 33.4% on validation data. The neural network component within the converged NNAP model of the slider-crank was extracted and provided physical insights on the load force. We successfully validated the possibility of discovering the unknown spring characteristic that was acting on the slider-crank system as well as the friction phenomena. Further research can be devoted to incorporate more unknown physical phenomena using multiple neural networks connected to multiple physical models as well as researching the ability to improve the discovery of the unknown phenomena with more elaborate regularization strategies.
APPENDIX A PHYSICS-BASED MODEL
The physics-based dynamical model of the slider-crank mechanism is derived by considering the simplified multibody system in Fig. 17 . The variable J 1 includes the rotational inertia of both motor and crank with respect to the rotation axis. The rotational inertia J 2 of the connection rod is defined within his center of mass. The absolute distance towards the center of mass is defined as r = c g l. Furthermore we define r = l − r and let the subscripts r x and r y indicate the projection of r on respectively the x-axis and y-axis. 
The aforementioned equations are combined together with the geometrical relations, illustrated in Fig. 1 , towards a physics inspired dynamic modelẋ = f (x, u, F ) with state x = θ ω T . The highly nonlinear expression of f is derived via symbolic solvers and is due to its complexity not mentioned in this paper. Fig. 17 : Multibody dynamical scheme of slider-crank mechanism.
APPENDIX B SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The identified physical parameters p of the slider-crank mechanism are depicted in Table I . As was mentioned in Section IV-B, the parameter set {J 1 , B m , m 3 } is optimized during the identification process of the NNAP model. Fig. 18 illustrates the sensitivity of the model parameters using the root mean square error (RMSE). It indicates the significant influence these parameters have on the model behavior so that convergence could be obtained. The remaining physical variables could be measured experimentally or determined via the CAD drawings of the setup. Fig. 18 : Sensitivity analysis of physical parameter p.
